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Abstract

Previous research documents a robust relationship between financial strain and psychological distress in
older adults, but does not clearly indicate whether financial strain changes with age in late life. We
show that age is positively related to financial strain when age and cohort effects are separated using
growth curve modeling, and this relationship is masked in conventional regression models by a negative
effect of birth cohort. Age-related increases are stronger among women and elders with lower levels
of education, but weaker when individuals were born substantially before or at the end of the Great
Depression. This research demonstrates that many older adults are increasingly exposed to a pernicious
socioeconomic stressor as they age, but these increases are circumscribed by placement in a matrix of
historical and structural circumstances. Furthermore, analyses that do not distinguish between age and
cohort effects may fail to detect these increases.
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A primary mission in the sociology of mental

health is the study of how psychological well-

being is a consequence of individual placement

in structures of inequality (Pearlin and Bierman

2013). Examination of financial strain is essential

to this mission because financial strain reflects the

lived experience of socioeconomic inequality

through difficulty affording basic needs, such as

food, clothing, and medical expenses (Pearlin

1999; Szanton, Thorpe, and Gitlin 2014). Finan-

cial strain is a particularly potent influence on

mental health in older adults, with financial strain

related to greater levels of a variety of aspects of

psychological distress in late life, including

depression, anxiety, and suicidal ideation (e.g.,

Almeida et al. 2012; Pudrovska et al. 2005). The

relationship between financial strain and psycho-

logical distress in older adults is also quite robust,

as it remains significant even when tested using

analytic techniques that holistically control for

all time-stable life course and selection factors as

well as multiple contemporaneous health condi-

tions (Bierman 2011).

The importance of financial strain for the men-

tal health of older adults raises the question of

whether and how financial strain may change

over the course of late life. Research shows a sur-

prising lack of clarity on the relationship between

age and financial strain among older adults, with

some research suggesting a negative relationship

(e.g., Keith 1993; Krause 1993; Mirowsky and

Ross 2010) but multiple additional studies
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indicating a lack of a significant relationship (e.g.,

Goetting et al. 1996; Pudrovska et al. 2005; Szan-

ton et al. 2008). To address these conflicting find-

ings, this paper reconsiders how age may influ-

ence exposure to financial strain in late life by

outlining a competing hypothesis framework. We

describe theoretical arguments and empirical find-

ings to support predictions of a positive or a nega-

tive association between age and financial strain in

late life. We then describe how the consequences

of age for financial strain may have been obscured

in previous research due to a combination of birth

cohort effects, selection effects, and differences in

the relationship across core social statuses.

On the basis of these arguments, we analyze

a longitudinal sample of older adults with analytic

methods that take these three factors into account.

The analyses show that a negative effect of birth

cohort is likely to conceal a positive relationship

between age and financial strain. Age effects are

strongest among women and elders with low lev-

els of education but are weakened in cohorts

born at the end of or substantially prior to the

Great Depression, resulting in some decreases in

financial strain among men and elders with high

levels of education born into cohorts with the

weakest age effects. This research contributes to

a sociological understanding of mental health by

showing that many older adults are increasingly

at risk for a pernicious socioeconomic stressor as

they age, but such increases are differentiated

based on a matrix of historical circumstances

and status placement. A secondary contribution

of this research is in showing that studies of the

effects of age on stress exposure in late life are

likely to be misleading unless age and cohort

effects are properly distinguished.

BACKGROUND

We can hypothesize two patterns for the relation-

ship between age and financial strain among older

adults. First, we can hypothesize that financial

strain decreases with age. Some have suggested

that age brings greater ‘‘acquired efficiency,’’

which in turn facilitates greater proficiency in

managing money (Mirowsky and Ross 1999a).

In addition, older adults tend to have decreased

consumption habits with age (Danziger et al.

1982), and elders may also adjust their living

standards downward (Stoller and Stoller 2003),

both of which will allow individuals greater

flexibility as they age to put economic resources

toward the provision of basic necessities. Further-

more, tolerance of financial risk tends to decrease

with age (Jianakoplos and Bernasek 2006), which

will further guard against economic crises. In this

case, then, we would expect a negative relation-

ship between age and financial strain.

Conversely, we may also hypothesize that

financial strain increases with age. Older age is

associated with the cessation of work and the con-

sequent diminishment of income (Plagnol 2011;

Siminski and Yerokhin 2012), which is likely to

leave individuals more at risk for financial prob-

lems (Gall and Evans 2000; Levecque et al.

2011). Beyond this, aging is associated with

increasing health problems (Brown, O’Rand, and

Adkins 2012; Yang and Lee 2009), which have

been shown to sap financial reserves and increase

risk of debt among older adults (Kim and Lee

2005; Kim, Yoon, and Zurlo 2012; J. Lee and

Kim 2008). Furthermore, as levels of disability

and infirmity tend to increase with age, older

adults also tend to give up homes with paid mort-

gages and move into apartments and other rental

dwellings that entail less maintenance but also

require greater housing expenditures that can

increase risk of financial strain (Cook and Set-

tersen 1995). In this case, then, we would expect

a positive relationship between age and financial

strain.

At least some previous research supports both

hypotheses. In support of a positive association

between age and financial strain, research suggests

that net worth decreases across late life, while the

risk of poverty increases (Hardy 2009; Y. Lee

2004). A rising tension between financial resour-

ces and needs is likely to accompany these trends,

thereby creating a general pattern of increasing

financial strain with age. In addition, private insur-

ance and state-sponsored payments in the form of

Social Security are unlikely to consistently address

risk of financial threats due to medical expenses

(Crystal and Waehrer 1996; Short 2012; Stoller

and Stoller 2003), thereby failing to obviate the

increased risk of financial strain that is likely to

accompany worsening health with age. Research

on measures of financial strain presents more con-

flicting evidence, though. Some research suggests

that financial strain may decrease with age in older

adults (e.g., Keith 1993; Krause 1993; Mirowsky

and Ross 2010), but multiple additional studies

of older adults show a nonsignificant relationship

between age and financial strain (e.g., Goetting
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et al. 1996; Pudrovska et al. 2005; Szanton et al.

2008). Despite arguments for a positive or nega-

tive relationship between age and financial strain,

then, empirical research often indicates that nei-

ther relationship occurs. However, as we describe

below, several factors may have combined to con-

ceal a relationship between age and financial

strain.

Countervailing Effects of Birth Cohort

Birth cohort refers to individuals born during the

same time period, and ‘‘membership may be

thought to index the unique historical period in

which a group’s common experiences are

embedded’’ (Alwin et al. 2006:23). Birth cohort

can have effects that are distinct from age because

cohorts are shaped by the ‘‘conditions, barriers,

and resources’’ into which they are born and expe-

rience throughout their lives (Keyes et al.

2010:1100). The distinction between age and birth

cohort is important to take into account because

a simple measure of age can index either ‘‘bio-

graphical time’’ in the life course or the historical

period into which one was born (Alwin et al.

2006). The result is that conventional correlational

analytic techniques used in previous research com-

bine age and cohort effects (Lynch 2008), which

can obscure both influences if they are in opposite

directions.

We can hypothesize that birth cohort will be

negatively or positively related to financial strain

in older adults, thereby countering a positive or

negative relationship between age and financial

strain. A negative relationship between birth

cohort and financial strain would mean that youn-

ger cohorts have greater exposure to financial

strain than older cohorts in late life. In support

of a negative relationship, some research suggests

that older cohorts may have better money manage-

ment skills (Mirowsky and Ross 1999b), which is

likely instilled by more prolonged exposure to his-

torical periods of economic adversity. In addition,

patterns of consumption changed markedly over

the twentieth century, with savings decreasing

and consumer spending increasing and personal

consumption increasing even during periods of

economic stagnation (Gokhale, Kotliko, and

Sablehaus 1996; Offer 2006; Smith 1987). The

result is that younger cohorts in the United States

are willing to take greater financial risks (Jianako-

plos and Bernasek 2006), and more recent cohorts

of older adults have more consumer and housing

debt (Anguelov and Tamborini 2009) as well as

lower levels of wealth (Wolff 2002). These find-

ings suggest that younger cohorts may have less

financial security in older adulthood and therefore

greater exposure to financial strain.

A positive relationship between birth cohort

and financial strain would mean that younger

cohorts have lower financial strain than older

cohorts in late life. In support of a positive rela-

tionship, older birth cohorts were more likely to

enter adulthood experiencing restricted economic

opportunities due to the Great Depression, and

restricted opportunities early in the life course

can reverberate over time with accumulating hard-

ships and limited opportunities (Dannefer 2003;

O’Rand 2002). These historical confines may

have been especially pernicious for those from

the earliest cohorts, as many of these individuals

were more likely to experience adverse effects

on life course trajectories due to the postponement

or interruption of work and family life because of

the demands of military service (Elder 1987;

Elder, Shanahan, and Clipp 1994). Conversely,

younger cohorts were more likely to establish

careers in the postwar economic revitalization,

which helped to create an early life course trajec-

tory of financial success, as demonstrated by

research showing that median household income

in middle age increased substantially across these

cohorts (Hughes and O’Rand 2004).

Differentiation in financial resources and

human capital across cohorts may also lead to

intercohort differences in the effects of age on

financial strain. For example, if older cohorts are

better prepared for late life due to better money

management skills and greater frugality through-

out the life course, a positive effect of age is likely

to be weaker in older cohorts or a negative effect

stronger. Contrariwise, if younger cohorts are bet-

ter prepared for late life because they came of age

during a time of economic expansion, we may

observe that the positive effects of age are weaker

or negative effects stronger in younger cohorts.

Cohort differences in the effects of age could

therefore further obscure age effects by combining

contrasting effects across cohorts. In addition to

examining whether countervailing age and cohort

effects conceal the effects of age, then, it is also

important to take cohort differentiation in age

effects into account.

Although research on financial strain has not

delineated age and cohort effects or examined
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cohort differences in the relationship between age

and financial strain, analyses of a broader measure

of deprivation in a British sample of adults shows

that age and cohort can have opposing influences

that lead to a nonsignificant effect of age when

combined (Berthoud, Blekeaune, and Hancock

2009). Further, additional research shows that

age and cohort effects can be confounded if they

are not properly disentangled (e.g., Lynch 2003;

Yang and Lee 2009). These findings underscore

that birth cohort may have a countervailing influ-

ence on financial strain that is masking the rela-

tionship between age and financial strain.

Selection Effects

The experience of financial strain is likely to

select individuals out of the population because

financial strain is associated with mortality (Szan-

ton et al. 2008). Consequently, even if individual

strain increases with age, correlation analyses

may show a negative or little relationship between

age and financial strain because only the most

financially robust remain at later ages (Dannefer

1987; Dupre 2007). A more appropriate test of

the effects of age would therefore consider indi-

vidual age-based trajectories of financial strain

over time and also take into account differences

in financial strain between those who exit the

study and those who complete it. It is especially

important to examine whether these age-based tra-

jectories differ due to selection (Yang and Land

2013). The increase in risk of mortality that is

likely to follow increases in financial strain

implies that age will have a positive relationship

among individuals who exit the study, while those

who remain in the study may experience little

increase in strain with age or even a decrease.

Combining these trajectories may lead researchers

to overlook a group-specific positive relationship

between age and financial strain.

Differences across Core Social
Statuses

Stress exposure tends to be differentiated based on

social statuses that are fundamental to social strat-

ification, such as education, race, and gender

(Pearlin and Bierman 2013). Hypotheses regarding

positive and negative effects of age may therefore

both be correct but specific to different locations

in structures of power, privilege, and prestige.

Ignoring these social status variations would lead

to a combination of contrasting relationships, in

turn potentially obscuring a group-specific effect

or creating the appearance of little association

altogether.

Education, race, and gender are likely to differ-

entiate the relationship between age and financial

strain in late life because each stratifies the accu-

mulation of financial resources and expenditures

throughout the life course. Education unlocks sub-

sequent status attainment by facilitating access to

higher-status jobs and earnings that can lead to

greater financial reserves in late life as well as

jobs with benefits, such as pensions, that can

have lifelong consequences for economic well-

being (Elman and O’Rand 2004; Hardy 2009;

Treiman 1992). Conversely, research taking mor-

tality into account indicates that health problems

are more likely to arise with age for individuals

with low levels of education (Dupre 2007), which

can in turn sap financial reserves. Similarly, Afri-

can American elders grew to maturity and lived

much of their adult lives during a time of substan-

tial institutionalized racism, which will restrict sta-

tus attainment throughout the life course, thereby

leading to lower levels of financial reserves in

later life (Shea, Miles, and Hayward 1996). More-

over, African American elders are likely to

continue to reside in racially segregated neighbor-

hoods that have less access to medical facilities—

thereby requiring greater cost of transportation—

as well as restricted availability of consumer out-

lets that will increase the cost of living (Kwate

2008; Morland et al. 2002; Williams and Collins

2001; Williams and Sternthal 2010). Gender is

also important to take into account because older

women lived much of their adulthood with gen-

dered occupational stratification and fewer eco-

nomic opportunities than men, resulting in lower

levels of wealth in later life that can increase risk

of exposure to financial strain (Albelda 1986;

Denton and Boos 2007; Warren, Hauser, and

Sheridan 2002). Moreover, women tend to

live longer than men (Barford et al. 2006), and

because of this, women are likely to more

stringently apportion savings and exhaust finan-

cial reserves across the extent of late

life. Altogether, we may be more likely to

observe a negative or nonsignificant relationship

between age and financial strain among older

adults with more advantaged social statuses and

a positive relationship among less advantaged

elders.
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Summary of Aims

In summary, this research seeks to reconsider the

relationship between age and financial strain in

older adults. Although previous research inconsis-

tently documents a relationship between age and

financial strain, theory and evidence support com-

peting hypotheses that age will be positively or

negatively associated with financial strain. We

argue that birth cohort effects, selection effects,

and differences across core social statuses are

each likely to contribute to obscuring the age–

strain relationship. Within this research, we exam-

ine the relationship between age and financial

strain while taking each of these factors into

account.

METHOD

Data

Data for this research come from the Aging, Stress

and Health (ASH) study, which is a longitudinal

study of people ages 65 years and older residing

in the District of Columbia and two adjoining

Maryland counties, Prince George’s and Mont-

gomery. Consistent with the purpose of the project

to investigate status inequality and health dispar-

ities, a socially and economically diverse sample

was sought. The three locales subsume this diver-

sity. Sample selection and recruitment began with

Medicare beneficiary files for the three areas. In

addition to the names of all people 65 years and

older who are entitled to Medicare, the files pro-

vided information about the race and gender of

each beneficiary. To maximize the social and eco-

nomic diversity within the sample, a total of 4,800

names were randomly selected—equally divided

among the three locales, African Americans and

whites, and women and men—creating 12 groups,

each containing 400 names. However, the goal

was to enlist a sample of 1,200 people living inde-

pendently (with approximately 100 people in each

of the 12 groups). Out of the 4,800, a subset met

the study criteria, and approximately 65 percent

of all eligible respondents who were contacted

agreed to participate, yielding 1,167 cases. The

age distribution within the four gender–race

groups was similar to the population from the

2000 Census (Schieman and Plickert 2007).

Interviews for wave 1 occurred during 2001-

2002. Wave 2 was a year later and comprised

1,000 respondents (an 85.7 percent retention

rate), wave 3 was two years after wave 1 and com-

prised 925 of the original respondents (a 79.3 per-

cent retention rate), wave 4 was four years after

the first wave and comprised 789 respondents (a

67.6 percent retention rate), and wave 5 was five

years after the first wave and comprised 716

respondents (a 61.4 percent retention rate).

Although this is a fairly strong retention rate given

the age of the sample, analytic techniques

described below address sample attrition. Purpose-

ful exclusion of cases for which there was insuffi-

cient cohort size resulted in an N of 1,121. Subse-

quent loss of cases due to nonresponse on time-

stable measures was quite slight, totaling 20 cases.

The result was a sample size of 1,101, which pro-

duced 4,344 person-year observations of financial

strain.

Measures

Financial Strain. The measure of financial

strain was adapted from a seminal paper by Pear-

lin et al. (1981) and asked respondents to indicate

difficulty paying for five essential needs: housing,

food, transportation costs, medical expenses, and

clothing. Responses were on a scale of 1 (not at

all difficult) to 3 (very difficult). A principal com-

ponents analysis of these items at each wave indi-

cated only one component with an eigenvalue

above 1, with all loadings above 0.70, and the

scale also indicated sufficient reliability across

waves (Cronbach’s alpha .82-.87). Responses at

each wave were summed to indicate financial

strain.

Cohort. Derivation of cohorts is based on spe-

cific historical events that demarcate structural

changes in barriers and resources (Keyes et al.

2010). These events are the beginning and end

of World War I (WWI) from 1914 to 1918, the

post-WWI period that included a recession before

the economic boom of the Roaring Twenties in

1922, the stock market crash of 1929 that signaled

the start of the Great Depression, and some eco-

nomic rebound that began in 1934 through 1936

(although it should be noted that even with this

rebound, conditions were still dire, as real GDP

remained below 1929 levels until 1936, and

even in 1936, real GDP was only at a level similar

to 1929). Further, because individuals could expe-

rience a substantially different set of conditions

depending on the extent of their exposure to these
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historical circumstances, it is more accurate to

divide longer historical periods into ‘‘early’’ and

‘‘late’’ cohorts. On the basis of this framework,

we created a six-level measure of birth cohort:

WWI (1914-1918), post-WWI (1919-1921), early

Roaring Twenties (1922-1925), late Roaring

Twenties (1926-1929), early Great Depression

(1930-1933), and late Great Depression (1934-

1936). These intervals are approximately evenly

spaced, lending support to using this measure as

an interval predictor. Additional nominalization

tests indicated no significant improvement in

model fit by using this measure as a set of dichot-

omous predictors (McClendon 2002), which is

particularly strong evidence for using this measure

as an interval predictor because the nominaliza-

tion test is highly sensitive in even moderately

large samples (Fox 2008). Cohort is median cen-

tered in all models at the 1926-1929 cohort to

increase interpretability.

Age. The measure of age is based on total number

of days since birth, calculated using the user-written

Stata add-on ‘‘personage,’’ with days divided by 365

to produce a measure of age in years.1 Methodolog-

ical sources recommend centering level 1 predictors

based on the mean for a higher-order unit to disen-

tangle the consequences of higher-order and lower-

order influences (e.g., Enders 2013; Hoffman and

Stawski 2009). We therefore centered the age vari-

able based on the mean age for the respective cohort

to which a respondent belonged, with this informa-

tion provided in Table 1.

Core Social Statuses. The core social statuses

addressed in this research are education, race, and

gender. Education was measured on a scale of 1

(eighth grade or less) to 6 (college degree or

more). Previous research has used this measure

as a linear predictor (e.g., Milkie et al. 2008),

and ancillary analyses confirmed its suitability

as a linear predictor in this research, showing little

substantial increase in predictive power with one

or a set of dichotomous predictors, even when

comparing different points of categorization. Edu-

cation is centered in all analyses at high school

degree. Race is a dichotomous variable in which

1 = African American. Gender is a dichotomous

variable in which 1 = women.

Attrition. A dichotomous variable indicating

inclusion in the final wave of the survey (1 =T
a
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not present) was used to measure attrition,

although substantively similar results were

obtained when a measure of number of waves of

participation was used in alternative analyses.

Control Measures. We include multiple meas-

ures of family background because holding these

factors constant shifts attention from proximal

resources of origin to broader transitions in the

historical context associated with birth cohort.

These measures include number of siblings, nativ-

ity (a dichotomous variable in which 1 = not born

in the United States), and also whether an individ-

ual was with both birth parents while growing up

(1 = no).2 Individual variation in financial resour-

ces due to marital status was taken into account

with a time-varying dichotomous control (in

which 1 = married), which was centered within

person. Analyses are adjusted for sampling based

on county of residence at baseline with a set of

dichotomous indicators that contrasted Prince

George’s and Montgomery Counties with Wash-

ington, D.C. Table 2 lists descriptives at baseline

for the social status and control measures.

Methods of Analysis

We begin by examining the relationship between

age and financial strain in an ordinary least

squares (OLS) regression with standard errors

adjusted to account for repeated observations of

individuals over time (Snijders and Bosker

2012); in keeping with conventional application

of regression techniques, age is not centered in

these analyses. We then employ multilevel model-

ing to create growth curve models that separate

age and cohort effects. This strategy uses respon-

dent age as the measure of time, thereby depicting

age-based trajectories of financial strain (Miya-

zaki and Raudenbush 2000). Adapting this strat-

egy and its description from Yang and Land

(2013), the basic model is as follows:

Yti5b0i1b1iAgeti1eti (1)

b0i5g001g01Cohorti1
X

q

g0qZqi1w0i (2)

b1i5g201w1i (3)

Equation 1 is the level 1 repeated observation

model, in which Yti is the financial strain response

variable for respondent i at time t, for i = 1 . . . , n

and t = 1, . . . , Ti; Ti is the number of measure-

ments and ranges from 1 to 5. Within Equation

1, eti is the random within-person error for person

i at time t. Because Ageti is the age of respondent i

at time t, the associated coefficient, b1i, indicates

the expected rate of increase or growth rate per

year of age for person i.

The coefficient b0i is the intercept, which can

be interpreted as the expected financial strain

response score for person i at the mean age for

a respective cohort. Equation 2 shows that this

intercept varies by person-level (i.e., time-stable)

characteristics, such as birth cohort, with g01

indicating the mean difference in financial

strain between cohorts; g0q is the coefficient for

person-level covariates, such as education, race,

and gender. Further, w0i indicates residual random

variation in the intercept across respondents.

Equation 3 models the slope for age, b1i, and g00

indicates the expected linear rate of change per

year of age, while w1i indicates that this rate of

change is expected to vary across individuals.

Equation 3 can be extended to include person-

level predictors of b1i, referred to as ‘‘cross-level

interactions,’’ thereby showing whether variation

in the relationship between age and financial strain

is due to person-level characteristics (Snijders and

Bosker 2012).

One issue in growth curve modeling is that of

attrition over time, but the multilevel model

Table 2. Mean of Social Status and Control
Variables at Baseline.

Variable Mean

Education 4.444
Race (1 = black) 0.500
Gender (1 = women) 0.493
Attrition 0.370
Montgomery County 0.350
Prince George’s County 0.329
Not raised with both parents 0.321
Non-native 0.058
Number of siblings 3.595
Married 0.540

Note. N = 1,101. The standard deviation for education is
1.692 and for number of siblings is 2.8.
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incorporates all individuals in estimation of trajec-

tories, regardless of the number of waves in which

the respondent participated (Yang and Land

2013). Loss of observations due to mortality or

other reasons for attrition is therefore much less

of a threat to model estimates than in models

that typically use listwise deletion. The multilevel

model’s treatment of data lost due to attrition does

depend on the assumption that missing data are

‘‘missing at random,’’ in which missingness can

be predicted by the model covariates (Snijders

and Bosker 2012). However, the use of a number

of core social status predictors helps to ensure

that the primary causes of attrition are likely either

directly taken into account or indirectly taken into

account because these social statuses are funda-

mental ‘‘upstream’’ causes of later health condi-

tions that may lead to attrition (Phelan, Link,

and Tehranifar 2010). Further, Yang and Land

(2013) suggest adding a measure of attrition as

a person-level covariate to correct parameter esti-

mates for biases due to attrition, and we examine

the consequences for model estimates of including

such a measure. Analyses are conducted using

Stata 13.1 using standard errors that are robust to

heteroskedasticity (Hayes and Cai 2007).

RESULTS

Model 1 of Table 3 presents an OLS regression in

which financial strain is predicted by age and the

controls. This model shows that age is not signif-

icantly related to financial strain. This model

serves as a useful comparison to the growth curve

analyses by showing that the application of con-

ventional analytic methods to the current data pro-

vides results in common with several previous

studies: There is little evidence of a relationship

between age and financial strain. Thus, dissimilar-

ities between the results of the growth curve anal-

yses and previous research are likely not due to

variations in the age–strain relationship across

data sources. Furthermore, additional analyses

showed that a squared term for age was not signif-

icant in a conventional regression model, nor were

interactions between the focal social statuses and

either the linear or squared term for age.

Model 2 in Table 3 presents the first growth

curve model, in which age is used as a time-

varying predictor of financial strain. Here, we

see that age is positively and significantly related

to financial strain, indicating that financial strain

increases with age. Model 3 shows that a squared

term for age is not significant, indicating that the

overall trend in the data is for a positive linear

relationship between age and financial strain. It

should be stressed that age and cohort effects

were separated in the growth curve models

through the use of centering, suggesting that the

difference in the strain–age associations between

regression and growth curve models is because

the regression model confounds age and cohort

effects. Model 4 addresses this possibility by add-

ing cohort and as a predictor to the growth curve

model, showing that the relationship between

cohort and financial strain is significant and nega-

tive. Further, model 5 shows that a squared term

for cohort is not significant, in turn supporting

a linear negative relationship between birth cohort

and financial strain. The OLS regression therefore

does not demonstrate a significant effect of age

because this model combines the positive effect

of age with a negative effect of cohort. When these

opposing influences are disentangled in the growth

curve model, we see that age is positively associ-

ated with financial strain. This interpretation was

reinforced in an ancillary growth curve model in

which age was grand-mean centered, a strategy

that confounds age and cohort effects (Hoffman

and Stawski 2009). In this model, age was not

a significant predictor, showing that it is only by

separating age and cohort effects that the positive

effect of age becomes clear.

The way that age and cohort combine to cancel

each other out is depicted in Figure 1, which

shows model-based predicted means across eight

years of aging; eight years was chosen so as to

maintain a consistent interval of aging across

cohort. Here, we see that individual levels of

financial strain do increase with age, but these

increases are placed progressively lower across

older cohorts due to the negative effect of cohort.

The result is that, if we compare simple means

across ages, we see little difference. For example,

the predicted means for a 66-year-old from the

youngest cohort and an 88-year-old from the old-

est cohort are nearly the same. Correlational anal-

yses that compare means across ages are therefore

unlikely to detect the positive relationship

between age and financial strain because these

methods combine countervailing age and cohort

effects.

Although the analyses showed an overall posi-

tive linear relationship between age and financial

strain, the significant variance in the random
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effects for both the linear and quadratic terms for

age indicated significant interindividual variation

from this relationship. The question of whether

cohort contributes to these interindividual differ-

ences is addressed in the next set of models. Model

6 tests an interaction between age and cohort, and

this interaction is not significant. This would seem

to suggest that cohort does not moderate the

effects of age, but model 7 shows that an interac-

tion between a squared term for cohort and age is

significant. Model 8 shows that an interaction

between the squared term for age and the linear

term for cohort is not significant, while model 9

shows that the interaction between the squared

term for cohort and the squared term for age is

not significant. Overall, these analyses show that

cohort membership contributes to variations in

the linear increase in financial strain with age

but not deviations from linearity; furthermore,

because a squared term for cohort interacts with

the linear term, the extent to which birth cohort

modifies the linear increase in financial strain

changes across cohort.

Figure 2 helps explain the meaning of this non-

linear interaction by graphing model-predicted

changes in financial strain across eight years of

aging separately by cohort. This figure shows little

increases in financial strain in the earliest and lat-

est cohorts but substantial increases in financial

strain among the middle cohorts. The potential

reasons for these variations will be addressed in

the Discussion section, but these analyses help

explain how some studies have found a negative

relationship between age and financial strain.

Because both the earlier and more recent cohorts

indicate little increase in financial strain with

age, in samples with a preponderance of elders

born substantially before or toward the end of

the Great Depression, cohort effects are likely

to be predominant. Accentuated cohort effects

will in turn increase the likelihood that methods

that do not separate age and cohort effects show

a negative relationship between age and financial

strain.

Table 4 addresses whether selective attrition

influenced results, while retaining the interactions

between age and cohort to take cohort variations in

age effects into account. Model 1 shows that the

indicator of attrition is not significant, indicating

that individuals included in the final wave of the

study were not significantly lower in financial

strain than those who exited early. Model 2 inter-

acts age with attrition, while model 3 tests an

interaction between attrition and a squared term

for age, and neither interaction is significant.3

These analyses therefore show that remaining in

the sample is not associated with financial strain

and also that the relationship between age and

financial strain did not differ by attrition. As

both the main and moderating effects of attrition

were nonsignificant, these predictors are dropped

from subsequent analyses.

Table 5 examines whether the relationship

between age and financial strain differs across

core social statuses. Model 1 shows that both edu-

cation and gender interact with age. Figures 3 and

4 depict the meaning of these interactions, with

Figure 3 showing age-related changes in financial
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Figure 1. Trajectories of Financial Strain by Cohort.
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strain separately for low (less than a high school

degree) and high (college degree) levels of educa-

tion, and Figure 4 showing these changes sepa-

rately for men and women. Both figures show

a similar pattern, as elders in less advantaged sta-

tuses experience an increase in financial strain

across cohorts, although these increases are stron-

ger in cohorts showing stronger overall increases

in financial strain. Advantaged statuses diminish

these increases, though, with the result that in

the cohorts with the weakest age effects, we actu-

ally see some decreases in financial strain with

age. These analyses therefore suggest that argu-

ments for increases and decreases in financial

strain are both correct but are circumscribed by

a combination of social status and cohort

variations.

Model 2 examines whether the relationship

between age and financial strain deviates from lin-

earity across core social statuses by interacting

a squared term for age with the measures of social

statuses. Interactions involving education and gen-

der are not significant, indicating that the educa-

tion and gender differences identified in the previ-

ous model are not modified further due to

deviations from linearity, but race interacts with

the squared term for age. Figure 5 illustrates the

meaning of this interaction by showing that black

elders experience a substantially stronger increase

in financial strain than white elders, but black eld-

ers also experience substantial reversal in these

increases. White elders experience less rapid but

more linear increases in financial strain over

time. These analyses therefore suggest that black
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elders were at greater risk for increases in financial

strain associated with aging but were also able to

utilize greater ‘‘acquired efficiency’’ in response

to financial transitions associated with aging,

with the result that only in cohorts with stronger

increases in financial strain did black elders ulti-

mately experience substantially greater financial

strain than whites.

DISCUSSION

This research began with competing hypotheses

for a positive and negative relationship between

age and financial strain, but our analyses showed

that age is positively related to financial strain

when age and cohort effects are separated, with

a negative effect of birth cohort obscuring the pos-

itive effect of age in a conventional regression

model. The specific mechanisms for the negative

effects of birth cohort are beyond the scope of

this research, but more recent cohorts of older

adults are entering late life with greater debt and

lower levels of wealth (Anguelov and Tamborini

2009; Wolff 2002), and it is possible that an

increasing cultural emphasis on consumption has

led to reduced financial stability in late life. Addi-

tional research should more closely examine why

risk of financial strain appears to strengthen in

younger cohorts, as well as how this pattern may

be reversed.

More generally, this paper joins a small but

growing body of research demonstrating that age

effects are liable to be confounded with cohort
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effects if the two are not properly specified (e.g.,

Berthoud et al. 2009; Lynch 2003; Yang and Lee

2009). It remains quite common for researchers

studying aging and the stress process to use meth-

ods that do not separate age and cohort, though,

and the sum total of findings across studies sug-

gests that both researchers and reviewers should

look skeptically upon research that purports to

examine ‘‘age effects’’ using conventional regres-

sion models. Even if researchers employing

regression analyses explicitly state that observed

effects may be due to age or cohort, this is likely

not sufficient because contrasting age and cohort

effects can easily lead to a set of findings that

obscures critical dimensions of the stress process.

Increases with age were weaker in cohorts born

at the tail end or substantially prior to the Great

Depression, thereby supporting dual arguments

for the weakening of age effects in the oldest

and youngest cohorts. Those born at the end of

the Great Depression came of age during an era

of rapid economic expansion that likely helped

to provide this cohort with better opportunities to

prepare for increases in risk of financial strain

that may occur with age. Conversely, members

of the WWI cohort combined the benefits of a sub-

stantial amount of maturation during a time of

economic expansion with exposure to economic

tribulations during the transition to adulthood

that likely instilled a lifetime of financial frugality.

These findings suggest that older studies with

a larger component of the WWI cohort were espe-

cially likely to find a negative age–strain relation-

ship because negative cohort effects were empha-

sized due to weaker age effects in this cohort.

Social status differences are also important to

take into account, as financial strain tended to

increase precipitously in late life across birth

cohorts in women and elders with lower levels

of education. These findings show how core strat-

ifying factors continue to have substantial conse-

quences for mental health well into late life. For

individuals who experienced greater structural

barriers to economic achievement, late life is

a time of increasing exposure to a potent stressor,

such as financial strain. The risk of stress exposure

may be blunted somewhat by membership in

a more advantaged birth cohort, though, as these

increases were weaker in cohorts with less sub-

stantial age effects.

Table 4. Differences in Financial Strain and the Age–Strain Relationship by Sample Attrition.

Variable
Model 1a Model 2 Model 3

b SE b SE b SE

Focal variables
Age 0.085 0.013*** 0.086 0.013*** 0.091 0.014***
Age2 20.011 0.004*
Cohort 20.037 0.029 20.037 0.029 20.033 0.028
Cohort2 20.013 0.015 20.013 0.015 20.010 0.015
Age 3 Cohort 0.015 0.007* 0.015 0.007* 0.015 0.007
Age 3 Cohort2 20.012 0.004** 20.012 0.004** 20.011 0.004**
Attrition 0.061 0.083 0.055 0.094 20.030 0.100
Age 3 Attrition 20.004 0.035 0.001 0.038
Age2 3 Attrition 0.021 0.012
Constant 5.744 0.127*** 5.744 0.127*** 5.783 0.125***

Random effects—variance components
Level 1: Within person 0.914 0.915 0.845
Level 2: Intercept 1.188 1.187 1.401
Level 2: Age slope 0.020 0.020 0.023
Level 2: Age–Intercept covariance 0.077 0.077 0.103
Level 2: Age2 — — 0.003
Level 2: Age2–Intercept covariance — — 20.033
Level 2: Age–Age2 covariance — — 20.005

Note. Metric coefficients are presented. All models include control variables presented in Table 3.
*p \ .05. **p \ .01. ***p \ .001 (two-tailed tests).
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Cohort differentiation in the effects of age

combined with advantages among men and elders

with high levels of education to create enervated

growth in cohorts with strong age effects and

small decreases in cohorts with the weakest age

effects. These results suggest that arguments that

decreased consumption habits and greater

‘‘acquired efficiency’’ will lessen financial strain

as individuals age are correct (Mirowsky and

Ross 1999a), but are circumscribed by placement

in a matrix of historical and structural circumstan-

ces. Individuals who both were born into a time

that promoted economic stability in late life and

occupied social statuses that facilitated access to

structural resources that bolstered preparation for

late life were likely able to mobilize accrued expe-

rience and transitions associated with aging to

diminish exposure to financial strain. Thus,

although arguments for decreases in financial

strain may be correct, this research also suggests

that such decreases are most likely to occur under

a relatively fortuitous combination of historical

and structural advantages.

Explanations for acquired efficiency are given

further support in the findings for race differences

in the effects of aging. Black elders experienced

more rapid increases in financial strain than white

elders but were also able to consequently diminish

these gains. This pattern of results suggests that

the greater structural discrimination that blacks

experience throughout the life course created

greater risk of exposure to financial strain with

age, but also these structural barriers created

greater human capital or community resources

within black communities that helped black elders

reverse gains in financial strain. Additional

research should therefore examine the resources

that help black elders weaken or reverse increases

Table 5. Differences in the Age–Strain Relationship by Core Social Statuses.

Variable
Model 1 Model 2

b SE b SE

Focal variables
Age 0.121 0.025*** 0.117 0.025***
Age2 0.000 0.009
Education 20.223 0.030*** 20.229 0.034***
Race (1 = black) 0.177 0.080* 0.289 0.085**
Gender (1 = women) 0.180 0.074* 0.162 0.085
Cohort 20.036 0.028 20.033 0.028
Cohort2 20.014 0.015 20.011 0.015
Age 3 Cohort 0.012 0.007 0.012 0.007
Age 3 Cohort2 20.012 0.004*** 20.011 0.004**
Age 3 Education 20.032 0.007*** 20.033 0.008***
Age 3 Race 20.015 0.019 20.006 0.020
Age 3 Gender 0.044 0.019* 0.044 0.019*
Age2 3 Education 0.002 0.003
Age2 3 Race 20.025 0.008**
Age2 3 Gender 0.007 0.008
Constant 5.826 0.126*** 5.805 0.136***

Random effects—variance components
Level 1: Within person 0.913 0.839
Level 2: Intercept 1.188 1.392
Level 2: Age slope 0.016 0.020
Level 2: Age–Intercept covariance 0.072 0.098
Level 2: Age2 — 0.003
Level 2: Age2–Intercept covariance — 20.314
Level 2: Age–Age2 covariance — 20.005

Note. Metric coefficients are presented. All models include control variables presented in Table 3.
*p\ .05. **p \ .01. ***p \ .001 (two-tailed tests).
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in financial strain to help facilitate understanding

of the way that structurally disadvantaged elders

can prevent age-based increases in financial strain.

Findings in regard to social status differences

in the effects of age likely further help to explain

why some research has failed to detect a relation-

ship between age and financial strain. Combining

stronger effects among women and the less edu-

cated with weaker effects among men and the

highly educated presents a weaker depiction of

this relationship than is experienced by many older

adults. Social status differences could also help

explain how some previous research has found

negative effects of age. For example, Mirowsky

and Ross (2010) report the results of a latent

growth curve model suggesting negative cohort

effects that are similar to those observed here

but also negative age effects. They do not examine

social status differences in these age effects,

though, and the current research suggests that

while compositional differences may lead to inter-

study differences in findings for the main effects

of age, analyses of status-specific trajectories

would likely reveal greater similarities between

data sets. The results of the current research there-

fore suggest that future research should routinely

consider social status differences when examining

the relationship between age and financial strain

because this relationship is likely to vary substan-

tially across core social statuses. Importantly, the

results of the current analyses also showed that

status differences in the effects of age were evi-

dent in the growth curve models, but not regres-

sion analyses, because birth cohort did not signif-

icantly interact with the social statuses. By

combining age and cohort effects, then, conven-

tional regression analyses may also overlook

important status contingencies in the way that

aging influences stress exposure.

We found no evidence that selection was

related to mean levels of financial strain or influ-

enced the relationship between age and financial

strain, but one weakness with this component of

the analyses is that we did not have access to spe-

cific indications of mortality. This is especially

important in light of additional analyses showing

an unstable interaction between attrition and the

nonlinear term for age. It is possible that we might

have found a more consistent effect of selection if

we had been able to differentiate selection due to

morality from other reasons for attrition. Addi-

tional research should therefore examine whether

it is selection specifically due to mortality that

influences estimates of the relationship between

age and financial strain in late life, especially

whether the age-strain relationship is stronger in

those experiencing mortality.

In closing, the current analyses suggest that

late life is a time of increasing exposure to

a stressor that can have potent deleterious conse-

quences for mental health, but increases in finan-

cial strain are circumscribed by historical and

social conditions, with those born into adverse

economic historical circumstances and occupying

disadvantaged social statuses most likely to bear

the brunt of increasing financial stress in late

life. This pattern of findings is important because

it illustrates how a matrix of historical and social

circumstances is able to structure individual psy-

chological well-being well into late life. Such

patterns are clear, though, only when methods of

analysis are employed that properly delineate age

and cohort effects. Research that fails to do so risks

underestimating exposure to pernicious stressors,

especially in the most vulnerable populations.
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NOTES

1. Because the date of interview was not available for

the fifth wave, age at wave 5 was created by adding

in number of days since previous interview based on

whole years (i.e., 365 for a year). Sensitivity analyses

based on earlier waves indicated little bias due to this

approach.

2. We do not control for contemporaneous, income,

wealth, employment status, or health conditions

because these are likely to be explanatory mecha-

nisms for the effects age on financial strain, and uti-

lizing mechanisms of age as background controls

would errantly ascribe associations with age as spuri-

ous (Aneshensel 2013). Similarly, we do not control

for life histories of income or occupational incum-

bency because such factors are likely to be explana-

tory mechanisms for cohort effects.

3. In additional analyses, we did find a significant inter-

action between the measure of attrition and the non-

linear term for age, but only when we controlled for

the interaction between race and age. Given that the

significance of this interaction was relatively fragile,

we chose to be conservative and not report it in our

main findings, but we address this issue further in

the Discussion section.
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